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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2015 - GROUP EVENTS REPORT
This was my third year co-ordinating RBG's attendance at events. I have tried once more to build
on the measures we implemented in recent years to improve our group identity and visibility at
events, through the use of our logo and 'branded merchandise' which, on the whole, has proved
successful.
We started the season early this year; CBKA were asked to attend the Perranwell Station Village
Fête. Despite it being out of our area, RBG members were the only ones to volunteer to support
the event – thank you.
June saw us make a return to Caerhays Summer Fête, the hugely popular biennial event on the
site of the castle and estate. Fortunately this year was in much sunnier weather than the first time
we attended; it was also the first occasion we had the opportunity to show off our smart new
marquee and display banners, which were very warmly received.
August is usually our busiest month of the season – however, things were a little quieter this year
with the cancellation of the St Ewe Country Fair. That still left the Sticker Vintage Car Rally and
Tregony Heavy Horse Show & Country Fayre, both of which suffered slightly in terms of visitors
due to changeable weather. However, we were once again, as last year, commended by the
organisers of both events for having the smartest and one of the most popular displays. The first
weekend in September saw us attending the Grampound with Creed. Although only an afternoon
event, the display always proves to be very popular with visitors – the same feedback as previous
events was also forthcoming here.
The income from all our other events was slightly down on last year, due to the omission of St
Ewe. However, we still managed to earn a respectable income from seeds, badges and stickers,
takings from the increasingly-popular candle rolling and commission from honey sales; all of which
went some way to help fund the purchase of more polo shirts for volunteers, as well as our own
tables and the banner, enabling us to be entirely self-sufficient in terms of equipment at events.
This is something I have been aiming for since taking over the events post so I feel happy that we
have achieved the ability to attend events under our own steam.
I believe we play a very important role in educating the general public about beekeeping and the
role of honeybees, and it is essential that we continue to do this. Volunteering is, though, also a
great opportunity to get more involved with RBG, to get to know other Group members better, to
have a great deal of fun and to experience some fantastic events. Whilst it is hard work to juggle
all these events, it would be impossible without the ongoing support and unending enthusiasm of
those members who put their hand up to be involved and help with erecting the marquee and
staffing our displays at the events.
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Whilst it is always good to see the 'old hands' continuing to support the group, it is also very
encouraging to see some 'newbees' offering to help; equally those who have been part of the
group for a while but who have never ventured into the limelight before. I think I'm right in saying
that everyone who took a shift at an event enjoyed it very much, even from those with prior
misgivings about being able to talk about beekeeping to the public. It's amazing how much you
realise you know when you get started and the reaction from visitors is always very positive.
I was unfortunately unable to devote as much time to the events this year as I have in previous
years and I wholeheartedly thank all those who stepped in to support me wherever it was needed.
I have another very busy year ahead and am concerned that I will be unable to fulfil the post
sufficiently to do it justice. I am therefore reluctantly looking to step back from the co-ordinator role
this season. If you think you may be interested in taking on the role, please get in touch, either
with Marcus or myself. I am more than happy to provide as much assistance and advice as
required in handing over. If you’re interested but not sure you’d want to take on the main role, I’d
be equally as interested in taking on an assistant! Please do consider it; it is only because of other
commitments that I am looking to take a back seat, the role itself has provided a great deal of
satisfaction.
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